Extent: 1 folder in multifolder box

Scope and Content Note: The Albert Einstein Library was the brainchild of Solomon Quasha of Dennis (1923-1993), author of *Albert Einstein: An Intimate Portrait*. He amassed a collection of material on Einstein and opened the Library in Barnstable Village at the Olde Colonial Courthouse building in the summer of 1982.

Access: Unrestricted. Credit Sturgis Library Archives for publication purposes.

Acquisition: Poster and brochure were gifts of Dr. Irwin Minsky of Plymouth, MA. in 2012.

Processed by: Lucy Loomis, Library Director, October, 2019.

Contents:

1 folder in multifolder box.

Contents include

- 2 copies of a poster for the opening of the library
- An original and copy of the brochure for the library
- A compilation of articles on the library from the *Barnstable Patriot* and *Register*, 1981-1985
- An Antiquarian Bookseller’s listing for Solomon Quasha’s book on Einstein
- A CLAMS listing for Quasha’s book, held by Cape Cod Community College